
LEARN TO QUILT 
Supply List 

 
 This is a three session class for basic piecing and quilting techniques, using three classic block 
patterns and only four fabrics.  You will learn about rotary cutting, measuring, piecing, pressing, sashing 
and then on to layering, quilting and finishing--all by machine! 
 
For Class #1 Bring:  Sewing machine with power cord and foot control 
         -1/4" presser foot  (available at RSC in most cases) 
        -1 spool cotton thread--50# in neutral gray or tan with matching bobbin 
        -rotary cutter and ruler (45mm rotary cutter suggested and 24" X 6" ruler) 
         We have mats here in the classroom so don't worry about that 
        -washable marker 
        -scissors and basic sewing supplies 
  *** all of these things are available at Richland Sewing Center for class discount 
 
 Fabrics: (these are pretty generous allowances, but for beginners it's always better to have 
   a little extra for that "stash") 
  Fabrics should be 100% cotton quilting fabrics, not knits, and not plaids or stripes. 
  Small florals, marbles and textures work really well.  
   *** We have a fabric department here with a wonderful selection and students  
    receive 10% off the regular price when purchasing for class.  Let us  
    know and we can help with your selections. 
 
 #1--1 yard of the main color for the borders, sashings and ends--this should be your 
  favorite fabric--it will also be in the middle 
 #2--1/2 yard second color for blocks 
 #3--1/2  yard third color for blocks   --Colors  2 and 3 will make up the blocks 
 #4--1/2 yard for binding (not necessary for first class) 
 
For Classes #2 and 3 Bring:  Machine and basic supplies as listed above 
        -Walking foot (called Even feed sometimes) and /or "Hopper/darning" foot 
        -Curved Safety pins 
        -Backing fabric (explained at class) 
        -5/8 yard cotton batting (available here) 
 
 During class #3 we will schedule a time to come back to finish the binding--no extra charge 
 


